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We consider a solution .i- of a nonlinear equation F(.Y) = 0 whose left member’s 
Jacobian matrix with respect to I is of rank n ~ 2 at the solution 1. We show that if 
we introduce parameters into the equation F(.u) = 0 and consider an augmented 
system of nonlinear equations which contains the equation F(I) = 0, then we can 
compute the solution i with high accuracy. ’ 1987 Acidenrtc Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a solution 1 E Q of a nonlinear equation 
F(x) = 0 (1.1) 
whose left member’s Jacobian matrix with respect to x is of rank n - 2 at 
the solution 2, where -‘I, F(Y)E R”, and F is a C3 mapping from some 
domain Q (c R”) to R”. In the previous papers [Z, 31, for such a solution 
we have proposed a method for computing it with high accuracy. Our 
method is as follows: We introduce two parameters into Eq. (1.1) and con- 
sider an augmented system of nonlinear equations, which consists of Eq. 
( 1.1) and additional equations involving the Jacobian matrix, in a space 
whose dimension is greater than n. If we can choose a two-dimensional vec- 
tor so that a specific condition is satisfied, then the augmented system has 
an isolated solution which contains 1. Hence we can compute 2 with high 
accuracy by using the Newton method. Here a solution of a nonlinear 
equation is called “isolated” if the Jacobian matrix is nonsingular at the 
solution. But, in the case where we can not choose such a vector, we only 
have proposed that we may repeat our method for the augmented system. 
In the present paper, we study the above-mentioned solution 2 in more 
detail. We show that two vectors spanning the kernel of the Jacobian 
matrix play an important role when we discuss whether the augmented 
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system has an isolated solution or not. By the use of these two vectors and 
the second derivative of F(.u) with respect to X, we newly define three vec- 
tors. Then we check how many vectors are mutually linearly independent 
among these three vectors and n column vectors which the Jacobian matrix 
is made up of. Then we have three cases, that is, the number of mutually 
linearly independent vectors is (i) n or (ii) n - 1 or (iii) n - 2. In Section 2, 
we discuss such three cases in more detail. In Section 3, to illustrate our 
theory and method, we present an example. 
2. CLASSIFICATION OF SOLUTIONS WITH THE RANK OF 
THE JACOBIAN MATRIX n- 2 
Let F,(s) be the Jacobian matrix of F(.u) with respect to X. To simplify 
the following arguments, we assume without loss of generality that 
rank F,(1) = rank F,,,,,(.i-) = n - 2, (2.1) 
where F,,,,,(4) denotes the II x (n-2) matrix obtained from F,(.C-) by 
deleting the first column vector and the second column vector. As is well 
known, there exist two positive integers ,j, and jz (1 <,j,, ,jz 6 n) such that 
rank(F,(.<), P,,, ~,~)=rank(F,,,~,(l), c,,, ~,)=n, (2.2) 
where each P,, = (E,!,, E:,..., E;:)’ E R” is a vector such that E;; := 1 and ET, = 0 
(k #.j,), that is, 
e,< = (0 )...) 0, I, 0 )...) O)T. 
Here ( .. )T denotes the transposed vector of a vector ( 
assumption (2.1) the equations 
and 
F,(f)h”‘=O, , ) A’“= 1 h’l’=O 2 
F,(2) h’2’ = 0, hj” = 0 hi2’ = 1 
(2.3 ) 
). Due to the 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
have solutions h” ’ and h’l’, respectively, where h”’ = (hi’), hy’,..., hi’)’ 
(i = 1,2). Then we define the following three vectors: 
b,, = {F.,,(i) P’} I;(“, p,* = {FJa) P} P, 
/& = {F,,(i) Q2’) Q21, (2.6) 
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where F,,(.Y) denotes the second derivative of F(.u) with respect to X. For 
the vectors @, , , fill and dlz we have 
rank(F,,.21(.~)~liI,,fi12,j)22) is equal to (i) n or 
(ii) 17 - 1 or (iii) n - 2. (2.7) 
First, we consider the case (i). To simplify the following arguments, we 
assume without loss of generality that 
rank(F,,.z,(.~),d,,,d,2)=n. (2.8) 
Then we introduce two parameters B, and B, into Eq. (1.1) and consider 
the equation 
F(.y) - B,e,, - he/? 
G(x)= 
G(x)= 
=o, 
= 0, (2.9) 
where s = (A-,, .v~ ,..., s,,)~, h = (h,, h, ,..., h,,)T and x = (x, h, B,, B,)‘. Due 
to the assumption (2.1), Eq. (2.9) has a solution S = ($ 4, 0, O)‘, where 
h = h”‘. We denote by G’(x) the Jacobian matrix of G(x) with respect to x. 
For the solution P we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The matrix G’(g) is nonsingular, that is, 
det G’(i) #O. 
Proof: G’(k) has the form 
F,(i) 0 --r,, -ejz 
/? 
G’(2) F,.,(i) F,.(1) 
0 0 
= . 
OOO~.~O loo,..0 0 0 
(2.10) 
Ooo..~O OlO...O 0 0 
By using the basic properties of determinant, we have 
0 0 F,d~) 0 0 0 --e,, -% ^ I 0 0 0 0 
&t G’(G) F,,,,,(~) = ‘i’ pi2 K,,.,,(-G, o...o I 0 o...o 0 0 ’ 
0 0 o...o 0 1 o...o 0 0 I 
(2.1 I ) 
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where K,,, ?,(.i-, fi) denotes the n x (n - 2) matrix obtained from F,.,(.f) R by 
deleting the first column vector and the second column vector. This implies 
det G’(P) #O is equivalent to rank(F,,, ?,(.f), pII. p,,) = n. (2.12) 
Hence, by (2.8) det G’(k) # 0. Q.E.D. 
Due to Theorem 1, we can get an approximation to the solution P of 
Eq. (2.9) as accurately as we desire by applying the Newton method to 
Eq. (2.9). Hence we can also obtain a desired approximation to the 
solution .? of Eq. ( 1.1). 
Second, we consider the case (ii). To simplify the following arguments, 
we assume without loss of generality that 
rank(F,,,z,(.i-),j,,,)=n- I. (2.13) 
In this case, when we consider Eq. (2.9) again, we have 
IO 0 F,,.,,(i) 0 0 0 -‘,, --r,: 
/;,, 0 K,,,,,(.i,h 0 0 Fl,,,,(.f) 0 0 
det G’(P)= o o 
o...o 1 0 o...o 0 0 
lo 0 o...o 0 I o...o 0 0 
=o 
(2.14) 
for the solution S. This implies 
rankG’(S)=rankG z(5L)=2n+l, (2.15) 
where G ?(ri) denotes the (2n+2) x (2n+ 1) matrix obtained from G’(k) 
by deleting the second column vector. Then, as has been shown in the 
paper [2, 31, we introduce another parameter ;j into Eq. (2.9) and consider 
the following equation 
H(Y)= = 0, (2.16) 
where x = t-u, h, B,, &IT, k = (k,, kz ,..., k,,)T, k’ = (k,,+ ,, k,,+z ,..., kz,,)T, 
k = (k, k’, kr,,+, , kr,,+z)T, y = (x, k, j~)~, and P,,+,, = (0, e,., 0, O)T E R*“+* 
(0 is the n-dimensional zero vector). For the choice of the vector eis, which 
is equal to either e,, or eiz, we must choose e,, so that the condition 
rank(F,,,,,(.t), li,,, e,,) =n (2.17) 
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is satisfied. The fact that rank (F,,. ?,(-f), d,, , e,, , e,,) = n holds enables us to 
choose such a vector c,,. Since the equation 
G'(?)k=O, 
h-,-l=0 
(2.18) 
has only one solution k, Eq. (2.16) has a solution 3 = (2, f, O)T. We denote 
by H’(y) the Jacobian matrix of H(y) with respect to y. For the solution y 
we have 
THEOREM 2. The matrix H’(i) is nonsingular (i.e., det H’(jr) # 0) if and 
only if 
rank(G ?(%), {G”(g) k} r() = 2n + 2, (2.19) 
\\Aere G”(x) denotes the second derivative of‘ G(x) with respect to x. 
Proqf: H’(g) has the form 
G’(2) 0 -P,{+,, 
H’(f) = G”(a) 1; 
ooo...o OlO...O 0 
(2.20) 
By using the basic properties of determinant, we have 
l?l 0 Ri...R*,,+r 0 0 o...o -L;,,+,, 
detH'(f)= 4, s (i,...42,,+2 2, 0 83...g2,1+2 0 
0 0 o...o 0 1 o...o 0 
0 G Ji) 0 0 -O,,+,. 
=(-I)’ 8 Q #,r;) 0 G Z(%) 0 , (2.21) 
0 00 . .o I oo...o 0 
where g, and 4, (1 < id 2n + 2) are the column vectors of G’(g) and 
G”(P) G, respectively, and s^= (G”(i) I;} G, and Q ,(S, G) denotes the 
(2n + 2) x (2n + 1) matrix obtained from G”(k) G by deleting the second 
column vector. By (2.21) we see that 
det H’(f) # 0 is equivalent to rank(G 2(%), d) = 2n + 2. (2.22) 
Q.E.D. 
Due to Theorem 2, if the condition (2.19) is satisfied, then we can com- 
pute jl with high accuracy by the Newton method. Hence we can also 
obtain a desired approximation to the solution ,? of Eq. (1 .l ). 
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Lastly, we consider the case (iii). In this case, we have 
rank G’(i) = rank G,,,,,(i) = 2n, (2.23) 
where G,,,,,(i) denotes the (2n+2) x 2n matrix obtained from G’(S) by 
deleting the first column vector and the second column vector. Hence we 
repeat the above-mentioned process for Eq. (2.9). That is, we compute both 
the solution k”) of the equation 
G'(i)k"'=O, , , k"'= 1 k"'=O z (2.24 
and the solution k”l of the equation 
G’(6) k”’ = 0, k’$’ = 0 k;z’= 1 (2.25 
where k”’ = (k’,“, kyJ ,..., ky,j+ 7 )T (i= 1, 2). Then we compute three vectors 
1 
(G”(S 7: ,, = [G”(2) r;“‘; I;“‘, i,?= 
i,? = (G”(s) &“‘; I;‘2’. 
As described above, when we put 
r;““, 1;12) 
I 3 
(2.26) 
117 = rank(G * ,,.2,(XL r’,,, r^,2, :,,I, (2.27) 
we have the following three cases: (i) m=2n +2, (ii) m=2n+ 1, (iii) 
LIZ = 2n. If F is a C4 mapping from R to R”, then we have results similar to 
Theorems I and 2. 
Remurk. In the case where the condition (2.8) is satisfied, when we 
consider the equation 
instead of Eq. (2.9) we need not look for the vectors e,, and e,? satisfying 
the condition (2.2), where B, (1 d id 4) are parameters, x = (x,, x2 ,..., x,~)~, 
h = (A, > h,..., UT, k = (k,, kz,..., k,tJT, z = (x, k k B, > B,, B,, B,)*, ll/(z) = 
(h,-l,h,,k,,k,-l)T, and P,, = F’&4~J h and p12 = b?y.&) A3 k. 
Obviously, Eq. (2.28) has a solution P = (i, h, I;, 0, 0, 0, O)T, where h = h”’ 
and f =i’2). Since F is a C’ mapping from Q to R”, the function W(z) 
defined by the equality (2.28) is continuously differentiable with respect to 
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z. We denote by w’(z) the Jacobian matrix of W(z) with respect to z. For 
the solution P we have 
1 F‘,(.f) 0 0 -/?,, --lj,? 0 0 
! F,,(i) I; F,(.-i-1 0 0 0 0 0 
F,,(.+ 0 F,(.i-1 0 0 -$I, -$,z 
det w’(i)=, OOO...O lOO,..O OOO...O 0 0 0 0 
I ooo...o OlO...O 000~~~0 0 0 0 0 
~000-0 ooo...o ,oo...o 0 0 0 0 
iOOO..~O ooo...o OlO‘..O 0 0 0 0 
‘0 0 0 0 I ” F,,.,,(2) 0 0 0 
PI1 lill K,,.,,(-i-3 h 0 0 F,,,,,(-f) 0 0 
~ i12 jL1 J,,.T)(i, R, 0 0 0 0 0 
= :o 0 o...o I 0 o,,.o 0 0 
0 0 o,..o 0 I o,..o 0 0 
0 0 o,..o 0 0 o...o 1 0 
0 0 o...o 0 0 o...o 0 I 
0 -p,, -d,z 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 
F,,.,,W 0 0 
o...o 0 0 
-i,, -Azi 
0 ; I3 
o,,.o 0 0 0 0 
o...o 0 0 0 0 
(2.29) 
where J,,.?,(.i-, F) is the n x (n-2) matrix obtained from F,,(.?)l by 
deleting the first column vector and the second column vector. This implies 
det fV’(i)#O (2.30) 
because rank(F,,,2)(.<),i),,. d,?)=n. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
To illustrate our theory and method, we present an example. 
EXAMPLE [I]. We consider the equation 
F(x) = = 0, (3.1) 
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where x = (x,, .x~)~. Evidently, Eq. (3.1) has a solution ,< = (0, O)T. For the 
solution *f we have 
F,(.f) = (3.2) 
and then we have 
rank F,( .f ) = 0. (3.3) 
It readily follows from (3.2) that i (I) = (1 O)T is a solution of the equation , 
F,(.i-)h”‘=O, , , /I”)= 1 h’” =() 2 (3.4) 
and fi”’ = (0, 1 )T is a solution of the equation 
F,(.t) h”’ = 0, q” = 0 hi?’ = 1, (3.5) 
where h”’ = (hi”, Iz!~‘)~ (i = I, 2). Then we compute the three vectors men- 
tioned in (2.6) that is, 
p,, = {F,,(.i-) P’) I?“‘= (2, o)T, ~7,?= {F,,(Z)/?“) h”‘=(O,O)T, 
Ijz7 = { F,,(.i-) /$‘I) hczr = (0, 2)T. (3.6) 
It follows from (3.2) and (3.6) that 
rank(F,.(1),li,,,d,2,~22)=rank(F,(,i-),a,,,~?2)~2. (3.7) 
Hence this case corresponds to the case (i) mentioned in Section 2. As has 
been mentioned in Section 2, we introduce two parameters into Eq. (3.1) 
and consider the equation 
G(x) = = 0, (3.8) 
where B, (i= 1, 2) are parameters, x = (x,, x,)~, h = (h,, h,)T, x = 
(x, h, B,, MT, eJ = (1, O)T, and e2= (0, l)T. Due to (3.2), Eq. (3.8) has a 
solution S = (a, h, 0, O)‘, where 2 = (0, O)T and i? = (1, 1)‘. For the solution 
2, by (3.7), we have 
det G’(a) # 0. (3.9) 
409 123 IL,, 
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